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Abstract   

Purpose – The purpose of this master thesis is to examine factors influencing green 

consumption and to explain the moderating effect of market maturity on these factors in 

developed and emerging markets.   

Design/methodology/approach – In this research the pragmatism epistemology was 

employed as the scientific perspective of the current research. Deductive reasoning has 

been selected as scientific approach. The formulation of hypotheses, the collection and 

analysis of the data were based on and derived from existing theories. In line with 

deductive approach the collected data was analyzed quantitatively within cross-sectional 

time horizon. SSPS program was applied to process the collected research data and 

present the research results. The data was collected via online survey (Google Forms) in 

Russia and Sweden as well as credible and reliable secondary resources.    

Findings – Based on correlation and multiple regression analysis it was found that factor 

perceived consumer effectiveness positively (Beta=0.227) and significantly (Sig.<0.05) 

influences green consumption among young people in Sweden. Price is determined to 

affect negatively (Beta=-0.279) and significantly (Sig.<0.05) green consumption among 

young people in Sweden. Perceived consumer effectiveness positively (Beta=0.225) and 

significantly (Sig.<0.05) influences green consumption among young people in Russia. 

The presence of moderating effect of market maturity was not revealed within the 

conducted research. That means the level of development of countries (in case of Sweden 

and Russia) does not make a significant influence on the association between studied 

factors and green consumption among young people. Perceived consumer effectiveness 

is determined to be the main driving factor which pushes the younger generation toward 

sustainable consumption both in Sweden and Russia.   

Research limitations – the first limitation relates to the size of the sample. Although the 

sample of 100 respondents for each country (Sweden and Russia) was considered 

adequate, still a larger sample size could have provided more heterogonous findings and 

might have led to a different conclusion. Another limitation considers geographical and 

industrial boundaries. The research applies the theoretical model to the context of only 

two particular countries, namely, Sweden and Russia by focusing on consumption of 

green products from FMCG industry. With this regard, the findings of the study might 

not be fully suitable for other emerging and developed countries or other industries. Also, 

the application of non-probability sampling limited the authors to add more validity to 

the research. The last limitation is such a phenomena as socially desirable responding or 

response biases that means a tendency to choose the desirable response or the most 

moderate response.   

Practical implications – The findings ensure a better understanding of the content of 

moderating effect of market maturity and explain more in details how particular factors 

influence green consumption in emerging and developed markets. The model 

conceptualized by the authors is supposed to be a good basis for future researches aimed 

at examining moderating effect of market maturity on relationship between green 

consumption and factors influencing it in other emerging and developed markets besides  

Russia and Sweden. In practice a special emphasis on perceived consumer effectiveness 

by the companies which market green products and target young consumers could help 



 

them to supply their products more successfully both in developed and/or emerging 

countries.  Particularly, they need create a perception among potential consumers that 

buying green products contributes to sustainability and solution of environmental 

problems by elaborating particular strategies. As the research revealed a negative and 

significant relation between price and green consumption on the developed market it is 

important that managers consider price policy while marketing green products among 

young generation in developed countries.   

Key words – green consumption, green products, market maturity, moderating effect, 

factors influencing green consumption, emerging markets, developed markets.    
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1 Introduction   

1.1 Background   

 Increased environmental significance   

During the last few decades, globalization has dramatically reshaped global business 

environment (Guillén and Ontiveros, 2016). Today besides operating within a local market 

companies have an opportunity to enter and do their business in foreign markets (Albaum 

and Duerr, 2008). While internationalizing companies are aimed at achieving more powerful 

and stable position and at obtaining a competitive advantage (Aguilera-Caracuel et al., 2011). 

However, regardless these prospects of going global continuously changing global 

environment may affect international companies’ activity, therefore, it is crucial for 

companies to take into consideration global trends while elaborating their strategies (Jansson, 

2018). Global trends are defined as global forces reshaping the future world with their far 

reaching influence on businesses, societies, economies, cultural and personal lives (Frost and 

Sullivan, 2015).   

Environmental issues are becoming more and more significant when it concerns global 

warming, shortage of natural resources, environmental pollution and other ecological 

challenges (Guillén and Ontiveros, 2016). In order to meet these challenges effectively, 

global environmental management approaches have to be reconsidered (UN Sustainable 

Development, 1992). Sustainable development is believed as one of main means that help to 

deal with above-mentioned challenges and it constitutes one of modern megatrends   

(Colapinto et al., 2015). It officially originates since the publication of Brundtland report 

“Our Common Future” (Brundtland et al., p.16) which gives the most common definition of 

sustainable development - “development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” and provides 

guiding principles for this phenomenon (The World Energy Foundation, 2014). The more 

recent study claims that the quest for sustainability still exists (Guillén and Ontiveros, 2016).  

Over the last years, environmental issues have constantly exposed companies’ 

competitiveness, survival and ability to create value for their stakeholders and, therefore, 

have become one of major concerns for many firms that strive to succeed in a highly 

competitive business environment (Gupta and Singh, 2018).   

Today non-governmental organizations and states put the goal to raise awareness of the 

importance of sustainable development among businesses. The Rio Declaration (Declaration, 

1992), the World Summit on Sustainable Development (United Nations, n.d.), UN 

Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, n.d.) – they all encourage mainly 

governments and institutions to find mechanisms decreasing environmental degradation. 

However, it should be admitted that besides efforts made by governments and companies, 

the role of the consumer cannot be neglected (Moisander et al., 2007). The consumer plays 

a significant role in sustainable development because they dictate new market trends and 

determine the trajectory of companies’ strategies. The change in consumer psychology is 

displayed in a transformation of their consumption behavior patterns (ibid).   
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Indeed, during the last decades, consumers are becoming more and more environmentally 

conscious, they have demonstrated a great concern towards environmental issues and strive 

to contribute to sustainable development trends (Dahlin et al., 2016). The increasing 

awareness and consciousness of ecological issues has formed a new concept in purchase 

behavior - “green” consumption (Mansvelt, 2010, p. 36). Hence, in order to design suitable 

strategies for green products, marketers should understand the green consumers' behavior 

patterns (Ricky et al, 2002).   

Green consumption   

The 21st century has witnessed a great increase in consumers’ awareness and responsibility 

for ecological issues, they are moving from regular consumption practices towards more 

sustainable ones (Dahlin et al., 2016). Sustainability Trends Report (Generation Investment 

Management, 2018) claims that the global market for sustainable consumer products stood 

at $2,5 trn in 2017, which is 6% of total global consumer spending. According to this report, 

42% of global consumers are interested in products which contain organic ingredients, 39% 

- in goods containing environmentally friendly and sustainable materials and 31% of 

consumers are willing to buy products that deliver social responsibility claims.   

“Green consumption is the process of purchasing and usage of goods/services and related 

products that meet consumers' needs and at the same time improve the quality of life while 

limiting the use of natural resources and toxic materials, as well as waste and pollution and 

does not threaten future generations” (Mansvelt, 2010, p. 36). In other words, it is a mode of 

consumption that implies individual’s purchasing behaviors which are aimed at not only 

meeting consumer’s needs but also at minimizing ecological problems and achieving welfare 

of the whole society. Green consumption behavior means when a consumer is characterized 

by the pursuit of more sustainable products, the effective reuse of end products, increased 

demand for more efficient material inputs and knowledge of outcomes, informed by business 

and regulators (Generation Investment Management, 2018). Therefore, it could be 

highlighted that eco-friendly consumption is characterized by expressing ecological and 

social concerns (Moisander et al., 2007).   

Nevertheless, a level of environmental consciousness and responsibility among consumers 

remain heterogeneous (Nguyen et al., 2019). While the commitment of public authorities and 

companies is becoming more and more visible, the commitment of consumers remains 

difficult to evaluate because of a gap between attitudes in favor of environmental protection 

and actual actions (Nguyen et al., 2019). However, behind every action there is a number of 

causes which to different extents affect customers’ behavior (Ansar et al., 2017). Therefore, 

it would be insufficient to analyze green consumption behavior without exploring its 

background, or in other words, factors influencing it (Marde and Verite-Masserot, 2018). 

Among these factors there may be level of environmental knowledge and consciousness, 

perceived consumer effectiveness, brand image, price, product availability, quality and many 

others (Joshi and Rahman, 2015). In this thesis the most common factors will be identified 

in theoretical framework chapter.   
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Market maturity: developed and emerging markets overview   

Market maturity is a concept that is not easy to define and it turned out to be challenging to 

construct a unified market maturity classification with strict grouping criteria (Nielsen, 

2011). Therefore, there have been formed several approaches to a classification of countries 

according to their maturity level or level of development. However, after having investigated 

these approaches, Nielsen (2011) claims that all of them are analyzed from different 

perspectives, but they are quite similar in grouping countries as being either “developed” or 

“developing” with a subgroup of “emerging” (in transition) countries. As these groups have 

distinctive features in terms of economy, politics, culture, demography and so on, the main 

objective of such a groupment is to facilitate analysis and understanding of these countries, 

especially for businesses (International Monetary Fund, 2016). Below we consider the 

characteristics of developed and emerging countries in detail.   

Mature markets   

As it was stipulated before there is no strict criteria for identifying developed markets, but 

there are common features distinguishing this group from others. International Monetary 

Fund (2016) provides the key indicators among which are gross domestic product (GDP) 

valued by purchasing power parity, total exports of goods and services, and population. 

According to IMF statistics, in 2016 the contribution of developed markets to the world GDP 

was 42,4%; 63,4% - to world total exports of goods and services and 14,6% of the world 

population was accounted for this group of countries. Another generally accepted indicator 

is Human Development Index (HDI) which combines measurement of gross national income 

per capita along with life expectancy and education. This criterion would define developed 

countries as those with a very high HDI rating (United Nations Development Programme, 

2018). Therefore, the mature countries are characterized by highest contribution to world 

GDP and HDI level.   

Emerging markets   

Jansson (2018, p. 17) defines an emerging market as:   

a growing market, which is being transformed from a pre-market economy stage (either a 

non-pecuniary traditional or centrally planned economy) to the market stage of the mature 

Western capitalistic economy, by way of integrated and successful structural reforms of 

companies, markets and society.   

Among common features of emerging markets rapid economic growth, large populations and 

high contribution to world trade can be highlighted (International Monetary Fund, 2016). 

Over the last few decades the emerging countries have witnessed market liberalization, rapid 

technological progress, increased political stability, economic and legal reforms and, as a 

result, more productive business landscape, increased GDP and intensive global integration 

(Cavusgil et al., 2012). Growth of educated and urban populations, particularly workforce, 

are the main demographic trends in these markets. This, in its turn, enhances labor 

productivity, employment and competitiveness as well as consumption, foreign direct 
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investment and increase in income (Jansson, 2018). Nevertheless, level of income in 

emerging countries remains still lower than that of advanced economies and, moreover, is 

unequally distributed within populations - a large gap between high-income and poor 

population is observed. Another feature of these markets lies in inefficiency of some 

institutions (Cavusgil et al., 2012).   

Thus, taking into consideration the differences between two groups of countries, it becomes 

obvious that consumer behavior in these markets also varies greatly. Consumers from 

emerging markets are believed to be less environmentally conscious, quite price susceptible 

and worse informed than those from developed markets (Jansson, 2018). For example, in 

Russia (emerging market) green consumption is an upward trend. Purchasing decisions of 

Russian consumers are mainly driven by health, well-being and safety features of the product 

content, but not by the issues related to responsible production and environmental impact 

(Kalinin et al., 2016). It is stated that there are institutional, infrastructural and informational 

barriers preventing Russian consumers from being more vocal in their demands for 

environmentally friendly products (ibid). Moreover, Russian society should become mature 

to transform their lifestyles to incorporate various environmental concerns (ibid). With this 

regard, it could be assumed that there is a moderating effect of market maturity on green 

consumption and factors influencing it.   

1.2 Research problem   

Theoretical problematization   

“Eco-labeled”, “green consumption”, “sustainable development” became popular in many 

developed countries long ago (Jaiswal and Singh, 2018). Therefore, the majority of research 

in the area of green consumption and factors affecting green consumption is conducted with 

a focus on developed countries (ibid). However green sustainable behavior in emerging 

markets has received much less attention from academic society comparing with developed 

markets (Nguyen et. al., 2018).  Thus, with the rise of emerging markets which are dissimilar 

to regularly-studied developed markets there is a need to look into factors affecting green 

consumption in emerging markets as well. Moreover, often the assumption about green 

consumption in developed markets and emerging markets is taken for granted. It is generally 

considered that consumers in developed countries are more sustainability-friendly than 

consumers in emerging countries. However, the study conducted by Greendex 2014 

concludes that consumers from emerging countries as China and India are more “topranked” 

in terms of green consumption than consumers from US (Jaiswal and Singh, 2018). 

Surprisingly, no comparative analysis of moderating effect of market maturity on green 

consumption was found by the authors. It should be highlighted that previously green 

consumption has been frequently studied on the basis of two theories – Theory of Reasoned 

Action by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) and Theory of Planned Behavior by Ajzen (1991) 

(Macovei, 2015). These theories help researches to explore green consumption behavior by 

describing subjective norms such as values, attitudes and behavioral intentions towards 

ecofriendly goods (ibid). Nevertheless, both approaches do not consider external contextual 

or situational factors. Despite there is a solid research on environmental consciousness and 
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consumer behavior, yet the understanding and knowledge of factors influencing green 

consumption remain limited (Joshi and Rahman, 2015). Several scholars urge to replicate 

green consumption factor analysis for emerging markets in order to get a better and deeper 

understanding of the phenomena (Nguyen et. al., 2018; Tan and Lau, 2011). The authors of 

the thesis did not find any scientific research on green purchase behavior in Russia (8th largest 

economy in the world) published in English. Taking all mentioned into account the current 

research can be a significant contribution to extant theories.   

Managerial problematization   

While entering certain markets (emerging or developed), positioning their products 

companies need to conform with certain expectations, desires and preferences of certain 

stakeholders (Jansson, 2018). Customers are one of the most important stakeholders, as 

customers make the ultimate decisions what to buy, where to buy, weather to buy a specific 

product or not (Kotler and Keller, 2012). Customers are those who determine the revenue 

and the profit the company makes on a certain market. Moreover, when it comes to 

sustainable production consumers are considered to be a key driver (Tan et. al., 2016).  Hence 

according to Stakeholder- specific Matching Strategy companies need to be legitimate and 

maintain legitimacy with customers (Jansson, 2018). Better understanding of green 

consumption, key factors behind it and moderating effect of market maturity may help 

managers better match their products and services to local consumers’ “green”, “sustainable” 

perceptions and preferences on international markets (Tan and Lau, 2011). Managers would 

also win if they understand how different factors influence green consumer behavior in 

different markets (developed and emerging). The right understanding of the influence of 

individual factors in different market conditions allows to enhance green consumption via 

customizing green product for certain markets (Joshi and Rahman, 2015).   

1.3 Research questions   

What factors influence green consumption in developed and emerging markets? What is the 

moderating effect of market maturity?   

1.4 Research purpose   

The purpose of this research is to explain factors influencing green consumption and to 

examine the moderating effect of market maturity on these factors in developed and 

emerging markets.   

1.5 Delimitation   

In this paper sustainability and sustainable development are considered only in 

environmental context in consumption and production fields without focus on poverty, 

gender equality, hunger or quality education. In our study, we will not focus on durable goods 

such as electronic ones and cars because the decision making process is quite complex and 

the purchase of these products is not so frequent. The research approach will only be focused 
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on the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) - tangible products that consumers regularly 

buy and which have a short life cycle.   

1.6 Thesis outline   

Following on from the introduction, representing the key concepts of the paper, along with 

the formulation of the research questions and the purpose of this thesis, a theoretical 

framework relating to both the topic (factors influencing green consumption) and the context 

(internationalization, with a specific focus on level of market development, reflected through 

consumers' preferences) of the study will be introduced, ending up with a conceptual model 

and hypotheses development. Then the methodology will be discussed and justification for 

the chosen approach to data collection and methods of its analysis will be given. On this 

basis, the results and analysis will be introduced according with the findings from the 

empirical data collection and their processing. The paper will then be finalized with a 

conclusion, answering the research questions and reflecting on the research purpose; 

providing the implications for theory and managers; and mentioning the limitations of the 

study and the recommendations for future research.   
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2 Theoretical Framework   

2.1 Green consumption     

The term “green consumption” might take on a confusing and contradictory sense – the term 

“green” means environmental protection and is “oriented toward sustainable development” 

(Peattie, 2010, p. 197), while consumption is presumed to lead to environmental harm  

(Nguyen et al., 2019). Moreover, “green consumption” may not always be interpreted in 

quite a clear and explicit way. Indeed, in many studies it may take on different terms such as 

socially responsible consumption, eco-friendly consumption, pro-environmental 

consumption or ecologically conscious consumption (Kim et al., 2012). Nevertheless, there 

is a common goal lying in all these terms – to decrease environmental issues (Nguyen et al., 

2019).    

The origin of eco-friendly behavior goes back to the 1960-1970’s when after the oil crisis 

developed countries started to think about the use of renewable energy and, as a result, 

formed the ecology movement focused on pollution and energy conservation (Kim et al., 

2012). Today the term green consumption is widely used and its popularity has recently 

intensified in developing and emerging markets (Nguyen et al., 2019). For instance, many 

emerging Asian markets have faced intense recourse exploitation and increased pollution 

what led to raised concerns over environment among consumers (ibid) and forced businesses 

to respond to these concerns through reshaping their strategies regarding consumption (Lee, 

2008).    

Consequently, green consumption and pro-environmental behavior have become a popular 

topic in the literature (reviews of Peattie, 2010; Liu et al, 2017). Mostly they are based either 

on Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980) and Theory of Planned behavior 

(Ajzen, 1991) or on intention and behavior analysis (e.g. Jaiswal and Singh, 2018; Olli et al., 

2001; Peattie, 2010; Padel and Foster, 2005) with focus on examining the influence of 

subjective norms, values and attitude towards behavior.   

2.2 Factors influencing green consumption   

In the current thesis price, perceived consumer effectiveness, brand image, product 

availability, knowledge and quality have been identified as valuable influencing variables 

on, green consumption. The selected factors are of the greatest interest among scientific 

scholars and are taken from the article “Factors Affecting Green Purchase Behavior and 

Future Research Directions” by Joshi and Rahman (2015), where the authors provide review 

of 53 empirical articles upon green consumption between 2000 and 2014. The authors claim 

that the article presents “key constructs that can be considered independent variables in future 

studies to investigate their influence on green purchase (dependent variable)” (Joshi and 

Rahman, 2015, p. 139).     
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Price (P)    

Price is considered as an important economic factor which to a significant extent determines 

the product-consumer relationship. According to economic theory, all else being equal, an 

increase in the price leads to a decrease in demand for the product (McConnell et al., 2009).  

In terms of green purchase behavior this rule is likely to remain valid. Connell (2010) argues 

the prices for eco-conscious products tend to be higher than for conventional products, what 

makes eco-conscious products less affordable for consumers. In accordance with social 

dilemma theory consumers’ desire to maximize personal interests and benefits conflicts with 

their supporting the actions of the society, and as the result the consumers face a social 

dilemma (Dawes 1980; Hardin 1968). Therefore, as the prices for eco-conscious products 

tend to be higher, the purchase of green products establishes social dilemma for customers.    

Analyzing social dilemma in terms of green consumption Lynn and Oldenquist (1986), 

Osterhus (1997) report that among other factors influencing green consumer behavior 

economic costs have the strongest influence. It is important to mention that the economic 

costs related to green consumption include not just the price paid for the green product, 

however scholars consider product price as the major influencing factor.  The theory argues 

for consumers to engage in green consumption, the perceived ratio of benefits to costs 

associated with green products must be more than that of non-green products (Geller, 1992). 

Hence when green products are significantly more expensive than conventional ones, it is 

likely that higher price negatively affects green purchase decision and impedes green 

consumption (Gleim et al., 2013). When price seems very high, it is possible to reach a 

tradeoff as the consumer considers factors other than price selecting a product; however, 

scholars indicate reluctance to overpay for green products (D’Souza et al., 2007). Separate 

schools note that price influences consumer behavior, coupled with other factors such as 

quality, convenience, awareness, social norms and others (Gleim et al., 2013; Connell, 2010). 

Analyzing consumer attitudes about pricing Kotler and Keller (2012) highlight reference 

prices and price–quality inferences. Reference price concept implies comparing the observed 

price with a reference price (typical price, fair price, last price paid, max/min price the 

consumer ready to pay). Price–quality inferences mean the perception of high prices as an 

indicator of high quality. It is clear that price sensitivity differs from market to market due 

to conditions described above. General conclusion is then that many scholars agree on higher 

price is likely to have a negative effect on green consumption (Gleim et al., 2013; Connell, 

2010; Joshi and Rahman, 2015).   

Perceived consumer effectiveness (PCE)    

Perceived consumer effectiveness is believed to be one of the most significant factors 

influencing green consumption (Straughan and Roberts, 1999). There are different 

approaches to how to define perceived consumer effectiveness. Earlier it has been 

conceptualized as “a measure of the extent to which the individual perceives they can be 

effective in pollution abatement” (Webster, 1975, p.189). Kim (2011) claims that PCE is a 

measure of attitude allowing to directly predict environmentally conscious behavior of 
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consumers. Thereafter, Weiner and Doescher (1991) and Berger and Corbin (1992) stated in 

their studies that the likelihood of performing ecologically conscious consumers’ behavior 

depends on a level of their perceived effectiveness. It means that those consumers who have 

higher PCE level are likely to be more environmentally-conscious than the consumers with 

lower PCE level.   

However, more recent studies have extended this approach to PCE and shown that attitudes 

and PCE may not have direct connections. For example, one consumers may express their 

concern towards environmental issues but at the same time they are sure that only 

governments and businesses can have a positive impact on the outcome to the environmental 

problems and, as a result, they neglect eco-friendly consumption. Therefore, such consumers 

have high level of concern, but low level of PCE (Hanss et al., 2016). On the contrary, other 

individuals may be quite conscious about sustainable development and strongly believe that 

along with businesses’ and governments’ efforts consumers’ actions could be useful for 

preserving the environment as well. As a result, such individuals have high concern and high 

PCE scores (Berger and Corbin, 1992). It also should be highlighted that PCE may be 

approached from general and specific dimensions (Hanss et al., 2016). The latter one refers 

to specific behaviors and may imply, for example, purchasing products sold by socially 

responsible companies or conserving energy to help solve natural resource problems, while 

the former one refers to consumers’ green behavior in general (ibid). Based on the 

abovementioned approaches, it could be highlighted that the term of PCE combines both 

subjective estimate of a person’s ability to make a difference and individual’s objective 

ability to make a positive impact on the environment and it plays an important role in 

explaining consumers’ engagement in sustainable development. Gleim et al. (2013) claim 

there is a positive relation between green products purchase behavior and perceived 

consumer effectiveness. Therefore, green consumption is likely to be positively influenced 

by perceived consumer effectiveness.   

Brand image (BI)    

Brand image from green products point of view may be defined as “a set of perceptions of a 

brand in a consumer’s mind that is linked to environmental commitments and environmental 

concerns” (Chen, 2010, p.312). In other words, green brand image is a whole set of 

impressions, concerns and concepts towards a particular brand in the consumer’s memory 

related to sustainability and environmental issues (Joshi and Rahman, 2015).   

Along with overall reputation companies has now been working on being perceived as a 

sustainable and green brand. Organizations strive to be acknowledged by a consumer as 

environmentally alert and responsible (Bukhari et al., 2017). They carry out different 

marketing activities to depict green products, behaviors and concerns of their brand in order 

to positively influence consumers’ attitude (ibid). Indeed, according to the theory of planned 

behavior proposed by Icek Ajzen in 1991, individuals’ attitudes and beliefs are reflected in 

their actual behaviors. Similarly, if an individual perceives the brand to be green, sustainable 

and reliable, then there is high probability that it will lead him/her to purchase from this 
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brand. On the other hand, poor green brand image may dramatically decrease the demand for 

the goods. Rahbar and Wahid (2011) suggest that trust in eco-friendly and sustainable brand 

image positively influences green consumption.   

Product availability (PA)    

Product availability is reported by several scholars as an important determining factor in 

green purchasing. Tarkiainen and Sundqvist (2005) agree with the conclusion that the 

availability of a green product is positively correlated with green consumption. The reverse 

is also considered true, namely, Padel and Foster (2005), Young et al. (2010) report limited 

accessibility of a green product is among major barriers preventing consumers from green 

purchases. According to Jager’s (2000) consumer behavior model and Vermeir and Verbeke 

(2006) availability of green products is one of the potential determinants of consumer 

decision-making process and is related to customer’s behavioral control. Behavioral control 

means the simplicity or difficulty of accessing and consuming a particular product (Vermeir 

and Verbeke, 2006). “Although the motivation to consume sustainable products is high, it 

may be impossible to do so because of low availability” (Vermeir and Verbeke, 2006, p.175). 

The problem here is mainly caused by scarcity of local sustainable food shops, lack of 

convenient farmers’ markets, limited range of sustainable products and the fact that green 

eco-conscious products are still minority in traditional shops and supermarkets (Connell, 

2010; Vermeir and Verbeke, 2006). Moreover, De Pelsmacker et. al. (2003) claim 

sustainable goods tend to be invisible in shops and are not promoted properly. Research 

conducted by Robinson and Smith (2002) shows that 52% of consumers who wanted to 

purchase eco-friendly sustainable products did not purchase those products due to barriers 

such as:  primarily, lack of availability, inconvenience and price. Other studies conducted by 

scholars (Fotopoulos and Krystallis, 2002; Padel and Foster, 2005; Gossling et al., 2005; 

Young et al., 2010) proved that consumers seek convenience in purchasing, do not like to 

spend much time and effort looking for sustainable products and prefer to buy goods that are 

easily available. Therefore, it can be concluded that limited accessibility of a green product 

negative affects green consumption.   

Environmental knowledge (EK)   

Environmental knowledge is “one’s ability to understand and evaluate the impact of society 

on the ecosystem” (Haron et al, 2005, p.427). EK is considered to be one of the most studied 

variables in terms of green consumption. Many previous studies stressed the importance of 

knowledge and negative impact of lack of information on consumers’ decision-making. 

Indeed, individuals prefer to be passive in the situations when they have insufficient 

knowledge and huge confusion (ibid). This is the reason why people may refuse to practice 

sustainable consumption, for example, purchasing recycled goods; they believe their 

awareness about such activities is not sufficient. Joshi and Rahman (2015, p.133) argue “of 

the eighteen studies, fifteen found that knowledge of environmental issues positively 

influenced consumer intention and actual purchase of green products” whereas three studies 

have reported no relation “between environmental knowledge of the consumer and green 
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purchase intention”. Generally, it is accepted that there is a positive relation between 

environmental knowledge and green purchases since having learned about the problems of 

sustainable development and about the influence of these problems on them directly, people 

are more inclined to environmentally responsible behavior. Many scholars (Lozano, 2006; 

Olli et al., 2001, Vicente-Molina et al., 2013) report highly educated individuals who possess 

a higher level of environmental knowledge are more involved in pro-environmental behavior. 

On the other hand, lack of environmental knowledge negatively affects green consumption 

(Connell, 2010). Hence environmental knowledge is likely to have a positive effect on green 

purchase behavior and intention.   

Quality (Q)    

Quality is another major factor for the product which to a significant extent determines the 

product-consumer relationship (Kotler and Keller, 2012). In general, product attributes and 

quality can be described as the products appearance (Smith and Paladino, 2010) and/or the 

products ability to fulfill personal needs and desires (Joshi and Rahman, 2015). “Higher 

levels of quality result in higher levels of customer satisfaction, which support higher prices 

and (often) lower costs” (Kotler and Keller, 2012, p.131). According to Ottman (1992), 

consumers accept green goods when their primary needs for performance, quality, 

convenience, and affordability are satisfied, and when they understood the extent of the 

influence of green product on solving environmental issues. Therefore, it should be admitted 

that consumers pay great attention to the quality of products itself and that quality also could 

be one of significant factors to encourage a consumer to purchase green products (Aziz and  

Yani, 2017). Product quality is quite interdependent with consumer’s satisfaction which was 

often used as a predictor of future consumer purchase. Chen and Chang (2013) claim there 

is a positive relation between green perceived quality and consumers’ green satisfaction.  

This indicates that when consumers perceive higher product quality, it will lead to stronger 

repurchase intention (ibid).  Chen and Chang (2013) found having product quality as 

moderating variable on the green consumption. Other schools (Aertsens et al., 2011, Smith 

and Paladino, 2010; Tsakiridou et al., 2008; Joshi and Rahman, 2015) also agree that 

perceived high quality of green products positively influences green consumption, on the 

other hand perceived low quality of green products negatively affects green consumption. It 

is assumed that consumer acceptance of green product quality might be challenging, because 

some of them believe, that goods produced from recycled materials cannot obviously be high 

quality (Chen and Chang, 2013). It can be concluded that product attributes and quality have 

a positive effect on green consumption.   

2.3 Moderating effect of market maturity   

Different schools have different opinions about the nature of the relation between welfare 

and environmental concerns. Diekmann and Franzen (1998) advocate for positive relation 

between well-being and environmental concerns. They support their claim with economic 

reasoning: the more resources are available the more investments are directed towards 

environmental concerns. The assumption is also backed by the research conducted by  
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Diekmann and Franzen (1998). Having analyzed reliable data (collected through random 

sampling) from 21 countries, both emerging and developed, the authors came to the 

conclusion that gross national product per capita (GNP per capita) is positively and 

significantly related with environmental attitudes. Dunlap and Mertig (1994, 1996) claim the 

opposite: GNP per capita is negatively related with environmental concerns supporting the 

argument with the reasoning that less developed countries are more threatened by 

environmental problems thus people in these countries express more environmental concerns 

than people in developed ones. Previous research related to the moderating effect of market 

maturity in the context of green consumption has not been found.   

Table 2.1. Comparison of emerging and developed markets    

   Developed   Emerging   

Price    is not highly sensitive   is highly sensitive    

Perceived consumer 

effectiveness   

is high   is not high   

Brand image     is highly sensitive     is not highly sensitive    

Product availability     Wide range of products are 

easily available    

Availability of products is 

limited    

Environmental 

knowledge   

is widely spread     is not widely spread   

Quality   is highly sensitive   is not highly sensitive   

Source: developed by the authors based on Jansson (2018, p.17)   

Thus we assume that there is a moderating effect of market maturity (level of socio-economic 

development) which moderates the association between the affecting factors and green 

consumption.   

2.4 Operationalization   

In order to facilitate and visualize the process of this study, it is necessary to indicate how 

the concepts are operationalized through the research. Generally, operationalization is used 

in deductive studies (Saunders et al., 2012), therefore, it will be applied as a guide to reflect 

the way of implementing the conceptual model that has been designed based on the 

theoretical framework and the research purpose.   
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Table 2.2: Operationalization   

Variables   Measurement Items   Measurement Scale   

Green Consumption (GC)   

Dependent Variable   
(Mano and Oliver 1993;  

Gleim et. al., 2013; Lee,   

2017)   

    

 (GC1) How likely are you to purchase 

green products?   

(GC2) I will definitely consider buying 

green products   

(GC3) How possible is it that you will 

purchase green products?   

   

Likert Scale, 1=very 

unlikely 5=very likely 

Likert Scale, 1=strongly 

disagree 5=strongly agree 

Likert Scale, 1=very 

impossible, 5=very  
possible   

Price (P)   

Independent Variable   
(Lichtenstein,  Bloch  and 

Black 1988; Gleim et.   

al.,2013)   

(P1) I tend to buy the lowest priced brand 

that will fit my needs.   

(P2) When it comes to buying things I 

rely heavily on price.   

(P3) When buying a brand, I look for the 

cheapest brand available.   

Likert Scale, 1=strongly  

disagree 5=strongly agree   

   

    

Perceived   consumer 

effectiveness (PCE)   

 Independent  Variable  

(Webster, 1975; Gleim et.   

al.,2013)   

(PCE1) When I buy products, I try to 

consider how my use of them will affect 

the environment.   

(PCE2) Since one person can have an 

effect on pollution, it makes a difference 

what I do.   

(PCE3) It is worthwhile for the 

individual consumer to do something 

about pollution.   

Likert Scale, 1=strongly  

disagree 5=strongly agree   

   

Brand image (BI)   

Independent Variable   

(Chen, 2010)   

My favorite brand   
(BI1) … is regarded as the best  

benchmark of environmental  

commitments   

(BI2)   …   is   professional  

 about environmental reputation  
(BI3) … is well established about 

environmental concern   

Likert Scale, 1=strongly 

disagree 5=strongly agree   
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Product availability (PA)   

 Independent Variable   

(Yoo, Donthu and Lee   

2000; Gleim et. al.,2013)   

(PA1) Green products are easy to find. 

(PA2) Buying green products is 

convenient.   

(PA3) I can easily determine where I can 

purchase green products.   

Likert Scale, 1=strongly 

disagree 5=strongly agree   

Environmental Knowledge   

(EK)   

Independent Variable   

(Sharma   and   Patterson  

2000; Gleim et. al.,2013)   

    

(EK1) I have a great deal of knowledge 

about green products and environmental 

problems.   

(EK2) I consider myself an expert on 

green products and environmental 

problems.   

(EK3) I have a great deal of experience 

with green products.   

Likert Scale, 1=strongly  

disagree 5=strongly agree   

   

    

    

Quality (Q)   

Independent Variable   

Dodds, Monroe and Grewal   

1991; Gleim et. al., 2013)   

(Q1) Green products are high quality. 

(Q2) Green products are excellent 

quality.   

(Q3) Green products are the best.   

Likert Scale, 1=strongly  

disagree 5=strongly agree   

   

Demographic variables   
(D1) What is your age group?   

(D2) What is your gender?  (D3) 

What is the level of your 

education?   

(D4) Choose the range of your annual 

income.   

Nominal Scale   

   

Market Maturity  

Moderating effect   (MM1) Russia   

(MM2) Sweden    

   

Nominal Scale   

0) Emerging market    

1) Developed market  

    

2.5 Hypotheses development and the research model   

Taking into account the theoretical framework hypotheses were developed in order to explain 

and understand the moderating effect of market maturity on the factors influencing green 

consumption on developed and emerging markets. Factors namely price, brand image, 

product availability, environmental knowledge, product attributes and quality, perceived 

consumer effectiveness in line with Joshi and Rahman (2015) were selected and motivated 

as independent variables. Green consumption was selected as dependent variable.   
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Price   

Many scholars agree that a higher price is likely to have a negative effect on green 

consumption (Gleim et al., 2013; Connell, 2010; Joshi and Rahman, 2015).   

H1: There is a negative relationship between higher price and green consumption   

Perceived consumer effectiveness   

Gleim et al. (2013) claim there is a positive relationship between consumption and perceived 

consumer effectiveness. Therefore, green consumption is likely to be positively influenced 

by perceived consumer effectiveness.   

H2: There is a positive relationship between perceived consumer effectiveness and 

green consumption.   

 Brand Image   

Rahbar and Wahid (2011) suggest that trust in eco-friendly and sustainable brand image 

positively influences green consumption.   

H3: There is a positive relationship between green brand image and green 

consumption.   

Product availability   

Studies conducted by scholars (Fotopoulos and Krystallis, 2002; Padel and Foster, 2005; 

Gossling et al., 2005; Young et al., 2010) proved that consumers seek convenience in 

purchasing, do not like to spend much time and effort looking for sustainable products and 

prefer to buy goods that are easily available.   

H4: There is a negative relationship between limited product availability and green 

consumption.   

Environmental knowledge   

Many scholars (Lozano, 2006; Olli et al., 2001; Vicente-Molina et al., 2013) report highly 

educated individuals who possess a higher level of environmental knowledge are more 

involved in pro-environmental behavior.   

H5: There is a positive relationship between environmental knowledge and green 

consumption.   

Quality   
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Scholars (Aertsens et al., 2011; Smith and Paladino, 2010; Tsakiridou et al., 2008; Joshi and 

Rahman, 2015) agree on that perceived high quality of green products positively influences 

green consumption.   

H6: There is a positive relationship between product attributes and quality and green 

consumption.   

Market Maturity   

Diekmann and Franzen (1998) advocate for positive relation between well-being and 

environmental concerns. Dunlap and Mertig (1994, 1996) claim the opposite: GNI per capita 

is negatively related with environmental concerns.   

 H7: Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between green consumption 

and factors influencing it:   

a. Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between price and 

green consumption    

b. Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between perceived 

consumer effectiveness and green consumption    

c. Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between brand 

image and green consumption    

d. Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between product 

availability and green consumption    

e. Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between 

environmental knowledge and green consumption    

f. Market maturity has a moderating effect on the relationship between quality 

and green consumption    

The research model   

The literature review on the current topic and aspects related to it enable to conceptualize a 

theoretical model (Figure 2.3) to respond to the purposes of the study. The conceptualized 

model is aimed at examining the influence of market maturity on the correlation between 

factors and green consumption.    
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Figure 2.3: Conceptual model   

   

               Source: Elaborated by the authors based on literature review   
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3 Methodology   

3.1 Scientific perspective   

Burrell and Morgan (1979, p. 1) argue: “All social scientists approach their subject via explicit 

or implicit assumptions about the nature of the social world and the way in which it may be 

investigated”. There are three types of such assumptions: epistemological assumptions, 

ontological assumptions and axiological assumptions. Epistemology is related to assumptions 

about knowledge and studies what is considered acceptable in the area of study (Bryman, 

2004). Ontological assumptions are assumptions that people make about the nature of reality 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). Axiology is a branch of philosophy which studies values and 

the influence of our values on the conducted research. There are two views which determine 

and influence the stated above assumptions: objectivism and subjectivism. “Qualitative 

research tends to be associated with the idea or views that social life is the product of social 

interactions and the beliefs of the social actors. This idea/view are called as subjectivism” 

(Bahari, 2010, p. 23). On contrary objectivism which is associated with quantitative research 

claims that “that social phenomena and the categories that we use in everyday discussions 

have an existence that is independent or separate from actors” (Bahari, 2010, p. 25). It is 

important to clarify two points. Firstly, Business Administration as a research area is a mix of 

different disciplines such as humanities, natural sciences, applied sciences and social sciences 

(Bryman, 2004). Therefore, there is no agreement on which research philosophy, 

methodology, approach give a better understanding in business area. Secondly it is crucial to 

understand objectivism and subjectivism are two extremes which are less likely to reach in 

real life. As researchers we are in-between these extremes and closer to objectivism point.   

Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016) argue there are five major philosophies in the field of 

business and management: positivism, postmodernism, critical realism, interpretivism and 

pragmatism. The scientific perspective of the current research is guided by pragmatism 

philosophy. Burrell and Morgan (1979) argue pragmatism is in-between two incompatible 

philosophies of positivism and costructism. Pragmatism epistemology is a broader way of 

thinking and helps the researcher to avoid collision between objectivism and subjectivism 

(Sandberg, 2012). Pragmatism epistemology fits the current research as we try to explain the 

social phenomena as it is established and experienced by people. Pragmatism advocates for 

the method or methods which enable to collect relevant, reliable and credible data in order to 

have a solid research.   

3.2 Scientific approach   

There are two major approaches of scientific reasoning: deduction and induction. Deductive 

reasoning means that the conclusions are derived logically from a set of premises, the 

conclusion is considered true when all the premises are true (Ketokivi and Mantere, 2010).    

Inductive reasoning, contrary, implies reasoning “from particulars to generalization” 

(Ketokivi and Mantere, 2010, p.5). Both deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning are 

widely used in international business research. As our research starts and is based on theories 
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derived from academic literature review we use deductive reasoning approach. Deduction also 

complies with stated Pragmatism epistemology balancing between objectivism and 

subjectivism. Moreover, according to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016, p.146) 

“Deduction possesses several important characteristics”. First deductive approach implies the 

search to understand and explain causality (causal relationships) between variables.  The 

second important characteristics of deductive approach “is that concepts need to be 

operationalized in a way that enables facts to be measured, often quantitatively” (Saunders, 

Lewis and Thornhill, 2016, p.146). The third major characteristics of deductive approach is 

generalization what means a need for proper and careful sample. To sum up, having our 

research designed as critical literature review, hypotheses formulation based on theories, data 

collection, hypotheses testing and generalization, and approach is deductive.   

3.3 Research method   

As it has been stated above deductive approach mainly implies quantitative research. 

Quantitative research is the research which is based on measuring of quantity of the 

phenomena. The research methodology implies not just research methods and techniques but 

the philosophy and logical reasoning behind them. Firstly, quantitative research method is 

required by the overall research design, research intention and research approach. Secondly, 

quantitative research method allows finding out and interpret causal relationships between 

studied variables and generalize them over across population. Thirdly, quantitative research 

is considered more objective than qualitative research. Possible disadvantages of quantitative 

research are: it requires more time and resources than qualitative research and any improper 

action (error) in sampling, data collection, data analysis could affect the whole research and 

undermine its trustworthiness. Online survey method of data collection is chosen among other 

methods for the current research. The major reason behind this decision is that the research 

requires data collection in two different countries: Sweden and Russia. The main advantages 

of online survey method are: it is low cost; online survey allows access the wide audience 

(population) and the collected data is easily processed by computer programs.   

3.4 Data collection    

Primary data   

A survey, in particular, a questionnaire, was implemented as the most appropriate primary 

data collection method for this research. “Questionnaire is a preformulated written set of 

questions to which respondents record their answers” (Sekaran and Bougie, 2016, p.142) and 

it possesses a number of advantages. Since this study is quantitative, its sample covers a large 

geographical area and resources for conducting the research are limited, then large numbers 

of quantitative data should be collected in a short-term period. Questionnaires help to meet 

these requirements because they are cheaper and less time-consuming than other primary data 

gathering methods such as interviews and observations. Moreover, questionnaires have 

different formats - they could be personally-administered, mail, electronic and online 

questionnaires (Sekaran and Bougie, 2016). Due to wide generalization of Internet, 

smartphones and social networks mail questionnaires have become almost obsolete.  
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Personally-administered questionnaires are a convenient method to gather data when the 

research is limited by a local area. The latter type of questionnaires is the most appropriate 

for this research because it provides an opportunity for the researchers to make the survey 

from non-local area and to get access to groups and sampling units who could be difficult to 

reach through personal questionnaires or other methods (Bryman and Bell, 2015). 

Respondents, in their turn, can complete an online survey at any place where there is Internet 

and at their own pace. Moreover, researchers by using different questions and measurement 

scales in a questionnaire may obtain three types of information from respondents: (1) their 

preferences, (2) behaviors, (3) facts (ibid.). Thus, the applying of this method is believed to 

help to deeper analyze the opinions of consumers towards factors that influence their green 

consumption. In the end, there are many different and widely available online services for 

conducting an online survey and analyzing its findings such as SPSS which will be discussed 

below.   

Nevertheless, questionnaires might also have several important disadvantages. Firstly, 

questions might be formulated with double sense and, either misunderstood or interpreted 

differently by respondents. Therefore, poor wording and language might lead to biased 

responses and affect the research quality adversely.  Secondly, people may perceive a survey 

distribution as a “spam” and either ignore it or delete. As a result, when conducting an online 

survey, researchers may face the problem of a low response rate which makes it complicated 

to generalize the results and represent the whole population (Sekaran and Bougie, 2016). In 

order to avoid these issues, the researchers applied some effective techniques. Firstly, 

participants will be informed in advance about upcoming survey. Secondly, the questionnaire 

is quite brief and consist of 25 questions what allows for respondents to complete it in less 

than 5 minutes.  When distributing, researchers also provide a short description of the content 

of the survey along with the link. Researchers guarantee confidentiality of collected personal 

data as well. In the end, to prevent question misunderstanding and to increase response rates, 

the questions are provided both in English and national language of the targeted countries. 

However, it should be highlighted that in case of low response rate the researchers will resort 

to distribution of printed questionnaires but in limited amount in order to be sustainable and 

not to waste much paper.   

Secondary data    

For collection secondary data researchers referred to journals, textbooks, articles and previous 

studies. The secondary resources are needed to support the primary data and to conduct a 

holistic research.   

3.5 Sampling method   

While conducting a study the researcher may collect and analyze data from the whole target 

population what is named census or may use sample survey (Saunders et al., 2016). In the 

former case a complete enumeration of all items, high accuracy and enormous amount of time, 

money and resources are required what makes census inquiry usually almost impracticable, 

while the latter case is more workable. According to Kothari (2004) sampling means a 
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selection of respondents which should be as much representative of the population as possible 

and it implies elaboration of a sample plan or design which explains how respondents should 

be selected and of what size such a sample will be. There are two main types of sampling 

techniques – probability sampling and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling means 

that the sample has been selected randomly so that each unit of the population has equal 

chance to be selected. Non-probability sampling implies that the sample has not been selected 

randomly so that some units of the population are more likely to be chosen than others. The 

choice of sampling technique (probability or non-probability sampling) is dictated by several 

objective factors: the nature of the conducted research, population, sample frame and 

availability. There are also some subjective factors which influence the sampling technique 

choice such as: time frame, cost and restricted resources. Guided mostly by objective factors 

we decided to employ non-probability sampling technique namely convenience sampling for 

the current research. “Convenience sample is one that simply available to the researcher by 

virtue of its accessibility” (Bryman and Bell, 2015, p. 197). There are several arguments in 

favor of this decision. Firstly, according to Bryman and Bell (2015) convenience sampling is 

very common in the area of business and management and in some other fields such as 

consumer behavior research convenience sampling has become the norm. Secondly, the 

targeted population is very large (millions of people) and the sample frame is not available 

what makes it almost impossible to employ probability sampling. Generally, it is argued that 

convenience sample (non-probability sampling) suffers from low representativeness and bias. 

However, if the researches “work without bias and have the necessary experience so as to take 

sound judgment, the results obtained from an analysis of deliberately selected sample may be 

tolerably reliable” (Kothari, 2004, p. 59). Overall convenience sample is an acceptable and 

practical sampling technique however this sample type does not provide accurate 

generalization.   

Since the purpose of the paper is to examine the moderating effect of market maturity on the 

factors influencing green consumption the decision was made to investigate this issue through 

the example of two countries, namely Sweden and Russia. The main argument in favor of 

chosen countries is these countries are in different development stages, what allows 

investigating the moderating effect of market development more apparent. According to 

International Monetary Fund (2016) classification Sweden is among developed economies, 

Russia is among emerging and developing economies. The target population in both countries 

is young people of 18 – 37 y. o. age group. The age interval was set as the age of majority and 

upper ceiling of Generation Y. Generation Y, also known as Millennials, are typically 

considered as those who were born between 1984 and 1996 (Bresman and Rao, 2017). 

According to Benckendorff, Moscardo and Laurie Murphy (2012) Generation Y is 

significantly concerned with environmental problems and social justice issues and thus this 

generation express a special interest in sustainability issues. Since the younger generation and 

their children will be affected by environmental issues arising from current actions or inaction, 

the younger generation is more motivated and prone to engage in green consumption 

behavior. Therefore, online questionnaires are sent to accessible Russian and Swedish 

residents from the established above age group without dependence on their gender, level of 

education, age and income so that to make sure the sample is drawn from a heterogeneous 
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population. Data collection stops when the number of respondents reaches 100 in each 

country. The respondents were asked to return the completed questionnaires within 3 days. 

As questionnaire will be conducted online, different social networks such as Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter and VKontakte represented in studied countries are believed to be an 

appropriate way to spread evenly the questionnaire.   

The empirical data collection was conducted in the beginning of May, 2019 by sending out 

the questionnaire to the respondents in Russia and Sweden. In total there were 212 responses 

collected, of which 202 responses (101 from Russia and 101 from Sweden) were valid to 

proceed with the analysis, while 10 were excluded due to not fulfilling the criteria of the 

demographic questions. The descriptive demographic profiles of the study participants are 

summarized in the Table 3.1 below.   

Table 3.1 Summarized demographic profile of respondents   

   Sweden    Ru ssia   

Characteristic   Category   Frequency    %   Frequency   %    

Gender   Female   47    47   61   61   

Male   54    54   40   40   

Age   18-22   44    44   46   46   

23-27   36    36   43   43   

28-32   14    14   8   8   

33-37   7    7   4   4   

Education level  Not a high school graduate   5    5   3   3   

High school/college graduate   31    31   18   18   

Bachelor’s degree   41    41   56   56   

Master’s degree and higher   24    24   24   24   

Income   0-$3000   18    18   46   46   

  $3001-$8000   36    36   20   20   

$8001-$13000   12    12   13   13   

$13001-$18000   9    9   5   5   

$18001-$23000   13    13   6   6   

$23001-$28000   2    2   0   0   
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More than $28000   11    11   11   11   

Source: Collected data from the questionnaire   

As it is seen from the table 3.1 presented above the percent of male respondents from Sweden 

slightly exceeds the percent of female respondents from Sweden – 54% against 47%, while 

the situation with Russia is inverse – 40% of males against 61% of females. The most frequent 

age categories in Sweden and in Russia are the same – 18 -22 (44% and 46% respectively) 

and 23 -27 (36% and 43% respectively). Regarding the level of education, the majority of  

Swedish respondents either have Bachelor’s degree (41%) or are high school/college 

graduates (31%), while the prevailing number of Russian respondents have Bachelor’s degree 

(56%). Only 5% of respondents from Sweden and 3% of respondents from Russia are not 

high school graduates. In terms of respondents’ annual income almost one third of Swedish 

respondents earns $3001-$8000 and it turned out to be the most common income, while in 

Russia almost a half earns 0-$3000. Equal percent of respondents from Russia and from 

Sweden (24%) have master’s degree level. Given the fact that the sample of respondents is 

disproportionate, it was reflected in limitations part (p. 6.4)   

3.6 Questionnaire design   

The questionnaire was designed on the basis of the theoretical model (Figure 2.1) introduced 

in the theoretical framework chapter after literature review. In order to achieve the research 

purpose and answer the research question in an adequate way, the researchers divided the 

questionnaire into three major parts: (1) demographic questions, (2) questions concerning 

each independent variable (factor) and (3) questions concerning dependent variable (green 

consumption). The first part includes questions about country, age, gender, level of education, 

annual income and provides the authors with demographic profile of the respondents from a 

particular country. In this part there are two control questions concerning a country and age 

in order to meet the sample criteria. The second and the third parts are designed with the aim 

to understand respondents’ preferences towards green consumption as well as their opinions 

regarding factors influencing it. As a result, this helps to follow the relationships between 

each independent variable and dependent variable. Besides the major section there are also 

introductory cover letter at the beginning and greeting for participation at the end of the 

questionnaire.   

To collect necessary data, the researchers used a number of measurement scales, in particular, 

(1) nominal, which allows to assign individuals to a certain group, in this case, according to 

demographic factors; and (2) interval, which allows to measure individual’s opinions and 

preferences, for example, the extent to which respondents agree or disagree with a particular 

statement. Interval scale could have many formats among which are semantic differential 

scale, numerical scale, itemized rating scale, likert scale and others (Sekaran and Bougie, 

2016). To make the research as much simple and understandable for participants as possible, 

the researchers applied only the Likert format - the respondents were asked to mark their 

degree of preference with given statements using a five-point scale ranging from 1 - “strongly 
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disagree” to 5 - “strongly agree”. In order to support reliability, it was determined that one 

respondent can complete the questionnaire only once.   

The questionnaire is standardized what means that the same questionnaire will be distributed 

to all participants. It is designed via Google Forms which is a widely recognized and 

convenient online tool to conduct a survey. SPSS program is chosen as a convenient and 

reliable tool to present empirical result. Availability of manual books for this program enables 

the researchers to avoid mistakes and save time while using it.   

After creating, but before launching the questionnaire, it is necessary to test it conducting a 

pilot study. A pilot study is a preliminary small-scale study that researchers implement before 

starting a large-scale research project (Teijlingen and Hundley, 2001). This approach allows 

to ensure that respondents understand and interpret questions in a correct way, and that they 

yield useful data (ibid.). Thereby, the 10 respondents (5 from each study country) study were 

selected from the study sample and offered to complete the questionnaire.   

The results of the pilot study showed that respondents were confused answering questions 

because the type of green products was not indicated. Hence, product type was specified, 

namely the focus on FMCG sector, and added to the introductory letter of the survey. No any 

other problems were observed by participants. As a result, pilot study helped to eliminate all 

the confusing points what allowed to make the questionnaire clearer for the respondents and 

obtain more accurate data.   

Final versions of questionnaires in two languages (in English and in Russian) are presented in 

Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. Besides, more visualized and precise connections between 

analyzed concept and designed questions are provided in 'Operationalization' part.   

3.7 Analysis Methods   

To prepare data for the analysis the all data collected through Google Forms was exported to 

an Excel file. Then the authors edited the file so that there was only data valid to proceed with 

the analysis. After that, it was exported to SPSS program where correlation and multiple 

regression analyses were conducted.   

3.8 Selecting study countries   

In order to gain the objective of the research, notably, to investigate main factors influencing 

green consumption and to explain the moderating effect of market maturity on these factors, 

the decision was made to examine this issue through the example of two countries, namely 

Sweden and Russia. The first argument in favor of chosen countries is the availability of data, 

since due to the Internet and existing social networks it is possible to obtain sufficient amount 

of responses from citizens of these countries, which might lead to receiving more accurate 

data. Another argument in support of the choice made is that Russia and Sweden refer to 

different groups of countries with regard to the level of market maturity: Russia is an emerging 

economy, while Sweden is a developed economy (International Monetary Fund, 2016). This 

allows to identify the moderating effect of market maturity more apparent.   
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3.9 Validity and Reliability   

While conducting quantitative research the authors are supposed to discuss the validity and 

reliability of the work in order to prove the quality of the research and its trustworthiness.   

Research reliability concerns “the extent to which measurements are repeatable – when 

different people perform the measurements, on different occasions, under different conditions, 

with supposedly alternative instruments which measure the same thing” (Drost, 2011, p.106). 

In other words, research reliability is about the possibility to repeat the study and have the 

same outcome. Research validity, in its turn, claims to prove whether the researches measure 

what they intended to measure and whether the drawn conclusions can be generalized 

(Fowler, 2002). Both concepts of reliability and validity are crucial for social science research 

as study of human behavior is often challenged by complex nature and variability of such a 

behavior. According to Kothari (2004) two major aspects of reliability deserve special 

attention: stability and equivalence. The stability aspect concerns securing consistency of 

results over time within repeated measurements. The equivalence aspect takes into account 

the error that can be made by different researchers or different samples of the studied items. 

Kothari (2004) argues that in terms of stability the research reliability can be improved by 

standardizing the circumstances and conditions under which the measurement is made, what 

means eliminating or minimizing external triggers of variation as much as possible. In terms 

of equivalence the reliability can be improved by using carefully considered directions for 

measurement without any variations from group to group and also by widening the sample of 

items. Drost (2011, p. 113) claims “reliability can be improved by writing items clearly, 

making test instructions easily understood, and training the raters effectively”. Several action 

were taken in order to reach high level of reliability to extent possible. We used standardized 

online survey which was designed based on research questionnaire guidelines. The items were 

adapted from previous researches, clearly formulated by two researchers in Russian and pilot-

tested with independent participants. Moreover, in order to make the items easy to understand 

certain instructions were provided as well. Speaking about research validity it is important to 

mention that reliability is necessary but not sufficient condition for being valid. In terms of 

social science research Drost (2011) allocates 4 types of validity: statistical conclusion 

validity, internal validity, construct validity and external validity. Statistical conclusion 

validity considers if it is reasonable to assume covariation between stated variables. Given 

there is covariation (relation) between stated variables, is this relation causal? This question 

about the causal nature of relation is considered by internal validity. To achieve statistical 

conclusion validity and internal validity we derived our models and assumptions based on 

extant theoretical frameworks and critical scientific literature review. Construct validity refers 

if the researcher managed to transform an idea, concept, behavior into the functioning model. 

In other words, the extent to which we measure what we claim to measure. To achieve 

construct validity, we use logically coherent methodology system (pragmatism epistemology 

– deductive approach – quantitative research – survey – data analysis). In addition to increase 

construct validity of our research we asked qualified referees to assess if the suggested 

measures fit the concept in question. Validity from external perspective refers how 
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generalizable are the findings across people, settings, time. To achieve external validity, the 

target population was determined and the sample was set towards it.   

3.10 Ethical Considerations  

Discussion on ethical considerations of a business research is aimed at addressing certain 

ethical issues. Diener and Crandal (1978) consider four major areas which should be 

considered while conducting a business research:  

1. whether any harm to participants may occur  

2. whether an informed consent is obtained  

3. whether the privacy was abused  

4. whether there is deception  

  

Avoidance of harm to the participants as well as to non-participants was set as one of the 

principles of the current research. All risks of harm towards the participants and 

nonparticipants were thoroughly assessed and considered by the authors. The authors took 

all necessary measures to minimize the risks of harms to extent possible. Voluntary 

informed consent was established as the second principle of the current research. The data 

collection was designed as questionnaire with voluntary participation. All sufficient 

information concerning the research, its purpose and the authors were provided explicitly. 

Securing the privacy of all participants and ensuring confidentiality were set as the third 

ethical principal of the research. No personal information was asked when questions like age 

and income (a set was given so that the participants feel comfortable to share), also questions 

like religion or ethnic group was avoided in order to feel offensive. Obtained data were coded 

in order to prevent the leakage. Deception prevention was established as the fourth ethical 

principal. To prevent deception the information and data was presented transparently (via 

original screenshots of SPSS tables).    

  

3.11 Work division among the authors   

The total amount of work was evenly distributed between the authors. Each author 

participated in the discussion, development and writing of each chapter. The work was 

organized in a team work format, where the authors took joint team efforts to achieve the goal. 

To ensure the consistency of work, each decision was subject to joint discussion.   

To summarize the chapter, Table 3.2 is represented below (the research “onion”) which shows 

the philosophical design of the current research. Saunders et al. (2007) state that due to 

research onion researchers can illustrate the stages that must be covered when developing a 

research.   
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Table 3.2. Methodological summarization (The research “onion”)   

Scientific perspective   Pragmatism epistemology   

Research approach   
Deductive approach   

Quantitative strategy   

Explanatory study   

Research method   

Primary data Survey   

Data collection   Self-completion questionnaire   

Time horizon   Cross-sectional   

Analysis method   Correlation and Multiple regression analysis  

Source: developed by the authors based on Saunders et al. (2007). 
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4 Empirical Results   

4.1 Factor and Reliability analysis for Sample 1 (Sweden)   

A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method was applied on SPSS 25 in order to reduce 

21 items into factors. The analysis was based on Eigenvalue more than 1. In our case the first 

six components recorded eigenvalues more than 1 (7.80, 2.53, 1.99, 1.47, 1.23, and 1.09). 

These six components explain a total of 76.83% of the variance. Even if PCA is not able to 

confirm the extracted factors, still PCA is useful tool to validate the assumed theoretical 

structure of the items (Hair et al., 2006).  KMO and Bartlett’s Test were conducted on SPSS 

25 in order to understand if the factor analysis is appropriate. The KMO value=0,789 is above  

0.6 and Bartlett’s Test is significant thus factor analysis is considered appropriate.   

Factor analysis via KMO and Bartlett’s Test and PCA   

Table 4.1 Factor analysis via KMO and Bartlett’s Test and PCA  

 

 

0,789

Approx. Chi-Square 1446,014

df 210

Sig. 0,000

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 7,801 37,148 37,148 7,801 37,148 37,148

2 2,538 12,086 49,234 2,538 12,086 49,234

3 1,991 9,481 58,716 1,991 9,481 58,716

4 1,478 7,038 65,754 1,478 7,038 65,754

5 1,235 5,882 71,635 1,235 5,882 71,635

6 1,093 5,204 76,839 1,093 5,204 76,839

7 0,697 3,320 80,159

8 0,655 3,117 83,276

9 0,562 2,675 85,951

10 0,479 2,280 88,231

11 0,406 1,935 90,166

12 0,378 1,798 91,964

13 0,364 1,733 93,698

14 0,291 1,385 95,083

15 0,225 1,071 96,154

16 0,191 0,910 97,064

17 0,168 0,799 97,863

18 0,160 0,763 98,626

19 0,120 0,572 99,198

20 0,090 0,430 99,628

21 0,078 0,372 100,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Total Variance Explained

Component

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
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Reliability analysis    

The factors and dependent variable were calculated via summating scales of all items 

representing each factor. The Cronbach’s Alpha was applied to secure the reliability of each 

scale. All scales except Price recorded Cronbach’s Alpha above 0.7 what means that the 

reliability of these scales is appropriate (Hair et al., 2006). Scale representing Price recorded 

0.678, which is lower than acceptable 0.7; however, as we use the established and validated 

scale the change or removal of an item to increase Cronbach’s Alpha will mean that we cannot 

compare our research with others using the same scale. Therefore, the Scale representing Price 

will not be changed.    

Table 4.2 Reliability statistics   

 

 

 

 

 

Scale: Green Consumption

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,834 3

Reliability Statistics

Scale: Price

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,678 3

Reliability Statistics

Scale: Perceived consumer effectiveness

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,810 3

Reliability Statistics

Scale: Environmental Knowledge

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,822 3

Reliability Statistics

Scale: Brand Image

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,897 3

Reliability Statistics
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4.2 Factor and Reliability analysis for Sample 2 (Russia)   

A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method was applied on SPSS 25 in order to reduce 

21 items into factors. The analysis was based on Eigenvalue more than 1. In our case the first 

six components recorded eigenvalues more than 1 (6.73, 2.55, 2.27, 1.49, 1.39 and 1.26). 

These six components explain a total of 74.80% of the variance. Even if PCA is not able to 

confirm the extracted factors, still PCA is useful tool to validate the assumed theoretical 

structure of the items (Hair et al., 2006).  KMO and Bartlett’s Test was conducted on SPSS 

25 in order to understand if the factor analysis is appropriate. The KMO value=0,767 is above  

0.6 and Bartlett’s Test is significant thus factor analysis is considered appropriate.   

Factor analysis via KMO and Bartlett’s Test and PCA   

Table 4.3 Factor analysis via KMO and Bartlett’s Test and PCA   

 

Scale: Product availability

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,856 3

Reliability Statistics

Scale: Quality

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

0,849 3

Reliability Statistics

0,767

Approx. Chi-Square 1422,912

df 210

Sig. 0,000

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
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Reliability analysis    

The factors and dependent variable were calculated via summating scales of all items 

representing each factor. The Cronbach’s Alpha was applied to secure the reliability of each 

scale. All scales recorded Cronbach’s Alpha above 0.7 what means that the reliability of all 

scales is appropriate (Hair et al., 2006).     

Table 4.4 Reliability statistics   

Scale: Green Consumption    

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,864    3 

Scale: Price      

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,709    3 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 6,733 32,063 32,063 6,733 32,063 32,063

2 2,550 12,145 44,207 2,550 12,145 44,207

3 2,277 10,845 55,052 2,277 10,845 55,052

4 1,491 7,098 62,151 1,491 7,098 62,151

5 1,396 6,648 68,799 1,396 6,648 68,799

6 1,262 6,010 74,809 1,262 6,010 74,809

7 0,922 4,391 79,200

8 0,749 3,567 82,767

9 0,649 3,091 85,858

10 0,549 2,613 88,471

11 0,469 2,235 90,706

12 0,352 1,676 92,382

13 0,338 1,611 93,992

14 0,278 1,323 95,315

15 0,267 1,272 96,587

16 0,183 0,871 97,459

17 0,158 0,752 98,210

18 0,144 0,685 98,895

19 0,090 0,427 99,322

20 0,075 0,355 99,677

21 0,068 0,323 100,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Total Variance Explained

Component

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
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Scale: Perceived consumer effectiveness    

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,706    3 

Scale: Environmental Knowledge    

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,835    3 

Scale: Brand Image      

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,952    3 

Scale: Product availability    

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,769    3 

Scale: Quality      

Reliability Statistics    

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

  

0,933    3 
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4.3 Common method bias   

As the data of the constructs were gathered from the same respondents, common method bias 

may arise. The potential presence of common method bias (CMB) was checked through 

Harman one – factor test. The factor analysis for Sample 1 and Sample 2 resulted in 6 factor 

solutions, which recorded 76.83% and 74.80% of total variance respectively and factor one 

for each sample recorded 37.14 and 32.06 respectively. Since a single factor has not emerged 

and factor one has not explained most (37.14 and 32.06 < 50) of the total variance, CMB is 

unlikely to occur (Hair et al., 2006).   

4.4 Multiple regression and Correlation analyses of Sample 1 (Sweden)   

Multiple regression and Correlation analyses were conducted on SPSS 25 in order to 

understand the relation between independent variables and dependent variable and the nature 

of this relation. That will allow understanding and explaining which factors and in what way 

influence green consumption in Sweden (developed market). Sample size = 101, (GC=Green 

consumption, P=Price, PCE=Perceived consumer effectiveness, EK=Environmental 

Knowledge, BI=Brand Image, PA=Product Availability, Q=Quality). Correlation analysis is 

applied to explain the strength and direction of relation between two variables (Hair et al., 

2006).  SPSS 25 calculated Pearson correlation coefficients (r) the value of which can vary 

from – 1 to + 1. The sign of the value indicates the direction (positive or negative) of relation 

between two variables. The absolute value (modulus) of the coefficient indicates the strength 

of relation (Hair et al., 2006).  There are different interpretations of the strength of relations, 

Cohen (2013) introduces the following: 0.10 to 0.29 is small relation, 0.30 to 0.49 is medium, 

and 0.50 to 1.0 is large. SPSS 25 marks significant correlation coefficients with stars (*). 

Multiple regression analysis is considered a more sophisticated method of analysis which 

explains how well the set of independent variables can predict the outcome and which variable 

in the set is the strongest predictor (Hair et al., 2006). Significance level for all analysis is set 

at 0.05.    

Correlation analysis   
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Table 4.5 Correlation analysis   

 

The correlation between green consumption (GC) and all influencing factors (price, perceived 

consumer effectiveness, environmental knowledge, brand image, product availability and 

quality) was reported to be significant by SPSS 25. It does not necessarily mean that the 

correlation between the factors and the outcome is strong. Instead it shows the level of 

confidence in the obtained results.  According to described above Cohen’s (2013) scale there 

is a medium level (0.30 to 0.49) correlation between all the factors and green consumption. 

As it was supposed there is a negative correlation between price and green consumption. Rest 

of the factors demonstrated positive correlation between them and green consumption. The 

strongest correlation of green consumption was reported with environmental knowledge 

(0.494). The weakest correlation of green consumption was reported with product availability 

(0.351). Overall there is a medium level of correlation between studied factors and green 

consumption in Sweden.   

Multiple regression analysis   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GC P PCE EK BI PA Q

Pearson Correlation 1 -,389
**

,481
**

,494
**

,463
**

,351
**

,413
**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation -,389
** 1 -0,103 -0,146 -,404

**
-,209

* -0,108

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,307 0,145 0,000 0,036 0,283

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,481
** -0,103 1 ,669

**
,363

**
,407

**
,420

**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,307 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,494
** -0,146 ,669

** 1 ,520
**

,485
**

,436
**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,145 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,463
**

-,404
**

,363
**

,520
** 1 ,233

*
,364

**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,019 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,351
**

-,209
*

,407
**

,485
**

,233
* 1 ,624

**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,036 0,000 0,000 0,019 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,413
** -0,108 ,420

**
,436

**
,364

**
,624

** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000 0,283 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Q

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

P

PCE

EK

BI

PA

Correlations

GC
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Table 4.6 Multiple regression analysis   

 

 
N=101   

To get deeper understanding of interplay between studied factors (predictors) and green 

consumption in Sweden and test the developed hypotheses multiple regression was applied 

on SPSS 25. According to reported value of “Adjusted R Square” (=0.387) about 38.7% of 

variation in green consumption is explained by the factors included into the study.   

Comparing with other social science research it is quite respectable value (Hair et al., 2006). 

Price (P) demonstrates significant negative (Beta= -0.279) relation with green consumption.  H1 

is accepted for Sweden. Perceived consumer effectiveness (PCE) demonstrates significant 

positive (Beta= 0.227) relation with green consumption. H2 is accepted for Sweden. The rest 

factors (environmental knowledge, brand image, product availability and quality) are not 

significant at alpha=0.05 (Sig. > 0.05). Therefore, hypotheses H3, H4, H5 and H6 are rejected 

for Sweden.   

4.5 Multiple regression and Correlation analyses of Sample 2 (Russia)   

Multiple regression and Correlation analyses were conducted on SPSS 25 in order to 

understand the relation between factors and dependent variable and the nature of this relation. 

That will allow understanding and explaining which factors and in what way influence green 

consumption in Russia (emerging market). Sample size = 101, (GC=Green consumption, 

P=Price, PCE=Perceived consumer effectiveness, EK=Environmental Knowledge, BI=Brand  

Image, PA=Product Availability, Q=Quality). Significance level for all analysis is set at 0.05.    

Correlation analysis   

 

R R Square

Adjusted R 

Square

Std. Error of the 

Estimate

1 ,651
a 0,424 0,387 1,89260

a. Predictors: (Constant), Q, P, PCE, BI, PA, EK

Model Summary

Model

Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) 7,705 1,573 4,898 0,000

P -0,257 0,081 -0,279 -3,157 0,002

PCE 0,204 0,097 0,227 2,114 0,037

EK 0,153 0,109 0,172 1,414 0,161

BI 0,124 0,110 0,116 1,124 0,264

PA -0,022 0,092 -0,026 -0,242 0,809

Q 0,196 0,112 0,187 1,746 0,084

1

a. Dependent Variable: GC

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
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Table 4.7 Correlation analysis   
 

 

Unlike Swedish case, the correlation between green consumption in Russia (GC) and factors 

such as price, environmental knowledge, product availability and quality is low (0 to 0.29). 

The correlation of green consumption with perceived consumer effectiveness and brand image 

was reported to be on medium level (0.29 to 0.49). The strongest correlation of green 

consumption was determined with perceived consumer effectiveness (0.331). The weakest 

correlation of green consumption was determined with price (-0.089). Overall green 

consumption in Russia shows lower correlation with studied factors than in Sweden.    

Multiple regression analysis   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GC P EK PCE BI PA Q

Pearson Correlation 1 -0,089 ,279
**

,331
**

,326
**

,222
*

,208
*

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,377 0,005 0,001 0,001 0,026 0,037

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation -0,089 1 ,245
* 0,107 ,228

* 0,087 -0,015

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,377 0,013 0,286 0,022 0,388 0,879

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,279
**

,245
* 1 ,355

**
,660

**
,313

**
,262

**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,005 0,013 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,008

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,331
** 0,107 ,355

** 1 ,433
**

,197
*

,215
*

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,001 0,286 0,000 0,000 0,048 0,031

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,326
**

,228
*

,660
**

,433
** 1 ,483

**
,400

**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,001 0,022 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,222
* 0,087 ,313

**
,197

*
,483

** 1 ,455
**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,026 0,388 0,001 0,048 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Pearson Correlation ,208
* -0,015 ,262

**
,215

*
,400

**
,455

** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,037 0,879 0,008 0,031 0,000 0,000

N 101 101 101 101 101 101 101

Q

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

P

EK

PCE

BI

PA

Correlations

GC
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Table 4.8 Multiple regression analysis   

 

 
N-101   

In order to get a deeper understanding of interaction between studied factors (predictors) and 

green consumption in Russia and test the developed hypotheses multiple regression was 

applied on SPSS 25. According to reported value of “Adjusted R Square” (=0.142) about 

14.2% of variation in green consumption is explained by the factors included into the study. 

This value is significantly less than that of Swedish case. Perceived consumer effectiveness 

(PCE) is the only significant variable included into the model (Sig. < 0.05). Perceived 

consumer effectiveness (PCE) is positively (Beta=0.225) related to green consumption in 

Russia. Thus the hypothesis H2 is accepted for Russia. The rest factors (price. environmental 

knowledge, brand image, product availability and quality) are not significant at alpha=0.05 

(Sig. > 0.05). Therefore, hypotheses H1, H3, H4, H5 and H6 are rejected for Russia.   

4.6 Analysis of the moderating effect of Market Maturity   

In order to analyze the moderating effect of Market Maturity (emerging, developed) a joint 

sample (Sample1+Sample2) was established. Moreover, a new binary variable Market Maturity 

(MM, 1=developed, 0=emerging) was set in SPSS 25. Each of the already existing variables 

(P=Price, PCE=Perceived consumer effectiveness, EK=Environmental Knowledge, BI=Brand 

Image, PA=Product Availability, Q=Quality) were multiplied by MM (0/1) binary variable. As 

a result, new variables were derived: MMxP, MMxPCE, MMxEK, MMxBI, MMxPA, and 

MMxQ. Afterward regression analysis was conducted in order explore the significance of 

newly established variables and their contribution to the explanation of the dependent variable 

(green consumption=GC). Regression analysis is used to address a wide range of research 

questions; analysis of moderating effects is among these questions (Hair et al., 2006).     

Multiple regression analysis   

R R Square

Adjusted R 

Square

Std. Error of the 

Estimate

1 ,440
a 0,193 0,142 2,37920

a. Predictors: (Constant), Q, P, PCE, EK, PA, BI

Model Summary

Model

Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) 7,842 1,403 5,588 0,000

P -0,171 0,092 -0,180 -1,860 0,066

PCE 0,223 0,102 0,225 2,175 0,032

EK 0,108 0,115 0,118 0,940 0,350

BI 0,115 0,115 0,142 1,004 0,318

PA 0,073 0,115 0,071 0,635 0,527

Q 0,030 0,089 0,037 0,343 0,732

1

a. Dependent Variable: GC

Coefficients
a

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
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Table 4.9 Multiple regression analysis   

 
N=202   

The conducted multiple regression analysis demonstrates that all newly established variables 

are not significant at alpha=0.05 (Sig. > 0.05) and do not make unique significant contribution 

to the explanation of the output. Therefore, hypothesis H7 is rejected.  

 

Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) 7,796 1,031 7,559 0,000

P -0,169 0,081 -0,192 -2,104 0,037

PCE 0,224 0,088 0,244 2,538 0,012

EK 0,109 0,103 0,123 1,058 0,291

BI 0,114 0,102 0,128 1,119 0,265

PA 0,075 0,102 0,089 0,729 0,467

Q 0,031 0,078 0,034 0,400 0,689

MMxP -0,090 0,101 -0,183 -0,896 0,371

MMxPCE -0,022 0,135 -0,053 -0,159 0,874

MMxEK 0,045 0,161 0,096 0,282 0,778

MMxBI 0,007 0,158 0,013 0,041 0,967

MMxPA -0,098 0,141 -0,235 -0,697 0,487

MMxQ 0,164 0,148 0,374 1,108 0,269

a. Dependent Variable: GC

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
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5 Analysis  

Sweden (developed market)   

The conducted multiple regression analysis revealed that within the suggested independent 

variables (factors) price and perceived consumer effectiveness are the only significant ones 

which influence dependent variable, namely, green consumption among young people in 

Sweden. Taking into consideration that an increase in the price leads to a decrease in demand 

(McConnell et al., 2009) and that eco-friendly products tend to be more expensive than 

regular ones (Connell 2010), many scholars agree on that higher price is likely to have a 

negative effect on green consumption (Gleim et al., 2013; Connell, 2010; Joshi and Rahman, 

2015). Consistent with above discussions, the findings of this research also indicated that 

green consumption is negatively influenced by price, what means that a solid reduction in 

price of green products may result in a solid increase of green product consumption.   

Straughan and Roberts (1999) state that perceived consumer effectiveness is believed to be 

one of the most significant factors influencing green consumption. The results of the 

empirical analysis unveiled the same relationship - green consumption in Sweden is 

significantly and positively influenced by perceived consumer effectiveness. The positive 

relationship between these variables means that the higher perceived consumer effectiveness 

is the more likely the consumers will buy eco-friendly products (Weiner and Doescher, 1991; 

Berger and Corbin, 1992). Hence, it should be admitted that the belief that own actions lead 

to an improvement of the overall situation increases green consumption among young people 

in Sweden.    

Another factor which is important to consider in terms of green consumption in Sweden is 

environmental knowledge. Even if multiple regression analysis reported environmental 

knowledge not to be a significant predictor, the direct correlation between green consumption 

and environmental knowledge was reported positive and quite high (0.494). Such a 

correlation is consistent with the theory, according to which environmental knowledge, in 

general, has a positive influence on green consumption (Lozano, 2006; Olli et al., 2001; 

Vicente-Molina et al., 2013; Connell, 2010) and developed countries are characterized by 

widespread environmental knowledge (Jansson, 2018).   

Russia (emerging market)   

The multiple regression analysis revealed that within the suggested variables (factors) 

perceived consumer effectiveness is the only factor which significantly influences green 

consumption among young people in Russia. Given the positive relationship between 

perceived consumer effectiveness and green consumption among young people in Russia, an 

increase of perceived consumer effectiveness of young Russians may result in more frequent 

green consumption among them.    
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Thus, both in Sweden and Russia perceived consumer effectiveness is the main factor 

pushing the younger generation towards sustainable consumption. That implies that young 

generation both in Sweden and Russia do not only realize the threat of environmental 

problems but also ready to make effort towards the solution of such problems (Berger and 

Corbin, 1992). In contrast, both in Swedish and Russian cases other factors (brand image, 

product availability, quality and environmental knowledge) were reported not to be 

significant predictors of green consumption among young people.    

Moderating effect of market maturity   

The presence of moderating effect of market maturity was not revealed within the conducted 

regression analysis. That means the level of development of countries (in case of Sweden 

and Russia) does not make a significant influence on the association between studied factors 

and green consumption among young people. It could be explained by the fact that during 

the last decades the population of emerging markets is becoming more and more 

environmentally conscious and, as a result, they are catching up the developed countries in 

terms of environmental concern, including green consumption. This is confirmed by the 

statistics of Greendex 2014, which reveals that consumers from emerging markets are even 

more environmentally conscious than consumers from developed markets (Jaiswal and 

Singh, 2018). Mostly it concerns Generation Y which, according to Benckendorff, Moscardo 

and Laurie Murphy (2012), is significantly concerned with environmental problems and 

social justice issues.    
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6 Conclusions   

6.1 Answer to the research question   

This study is aimed at answering the following research questions:   

What factors influence green consumption in developed and emerging markets? What is the 

moderating effect of market maturity?   

The study was carried out in the context of different countries (Russia and Sweden) for the 

purpose of obtaining various quantitative value of both empirical data and secondary data so 

that it was possible to process these data in the statistical software and to reveal the influence 

of each factor in each selected country. Based on extant theory six constructs were 

incorporated into the conceptual model as factors influencing green consumption. These 

factors are: price, perceived consumer effectiveness, brand image, product availability, 

environmental knowledge and quality.   

The statistical data collected allowed concluding that in the developed market (Sweden) 

among the studied factors price and perceived consumer effectiveness turned out to 

significantly (viz. price – negatively, perceived consumer effectiveness – positively) 

influence green consumption while, in contrast, green consumption is not considerably 

influenced by brand image, product availability, environmental knowledge and quality on 

the same market. In the emerging market (Russia) green consumption is significantly and 

positively influenced by perceived consumer effectiveness, when the rest of abovementioned 

factors have no significant impact on green consumption. The findings apply to people aged 

18 to 37.   

The conducted research in the context of Russia and Sweden has not revealed the market 

maturity as a significant moderating factor which considerably influences the relationship 

between green consumption (of people aged 18 to 37) and studied factors - price, perceived 

consumer effectiveness, brand image, product availability, environmental knowledge and 

quality.   

6.2 Theoretical implications   

The current research is believed to contribute to the existing body of knowledge on green 

consumption and factors influencing green consumption. Unlike previous research on the 

topic which are mostly focused on a moderating role of social norms and attitude to behavior 

(e.g. Jaiswal and Singh, 2018; Olli et al., 2001; Peattie, 2010; Padel and Foster, 2005), the 

current research presents a new approach to the topic of green consumption through 

introduction of moderating effect of market maturity. Moreover, respecting urges of 

academic scholars to replicate green consumption factor analysis for emerging markets (e.g. 

Nguyen et. al., 2018; Tan and Lau, 2011), the current research provides a comparative 

analysis of emerging and developed markets. The findings ensure a better understanding of 

the content of moderating effect of market maturity and explain more in details how 

particular factors influence green consumption in emerging and developed markets. Finally, 
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the model conceptualized by the authors is supposed to be a good basis for future researches 

aimed at examining moderating effect of market maturity on relationship between green 

consumption and factors influencing it in other emerging and developed markets besides 

Russia and Sweden.   

6.3 Managerial implications    

In practice a special emphasis on perceived consumer effectiveness by the companies which 

market green products and target young consumers could help them to supply their products 

more successfully both in developed and/or emerging countries. This implies that the 

marketers of sustainable products may create a perception among potential consumers that 

buying green products contributes to sustainability and solution of environmental problems 

by elaborating particular strategies. For example, managers may employ different tools of 

marketing communication to increase the perceived consumer effectiveness of their product 

like providing a visible information on the package about how purchase of particular green 

goods addresses a particular problem of sustainable development or carrying out special 

advertising campaigns. As the research revealed a negative and significant relation between 

price and green consumption on the developed market it is important that managers consider 

this finding while marketing green products in developed countries. A significant difference 

in price for green and regular products may prevent young consumers in developed countries 

from buying more expensive green products. Finally, as the moderating effect of market 

maturity (in the context of Sweden and Russia) was not found to be a significant factor, 

therefore, managers may use more or less similar marketing strategies to promote green 

products among the youth both in emerging (Russian type market) and (Swedish type 

market) developed markets.   

6.4 Limitations   

When answering to the research question of the study and filling the research gap on the issue 

it could be difficult to cover all the possible situations that might take place on the world 

market. Thus, the study conducted has a number of limitations.   

The first limitation relates to the size of the sample. Although the sample of 100 respondents 

for each country (Sweden and Russia) is typically considered adequate, still a larger sample 

size could have provided more heterogonous findings and might have led to a different 

conclusion. Another limitation considers geographical and industrial boundaries. The 

research applies the theoretical model to the context of only two particular countries, namely, 

Sweden and Russia by focusing on consumption of green products from FMCG industry. 

With this regard, the findings of the study might not be fully suitable for other emerging and 

developed countries or other industries. Also, the application of non-probability sampling 

limited the authors to add more validity to the research. A probability sampling could have 

provided the authors with more generalizable findings. The last limitation is a phenomenon 

which is known as socially desirable responding or social response biases. It means a 

tendency to choose by survey participants the desirable response or the most moderate 

response.   
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6.5 Suggestions for future research   

The influence of market maturity on the association between green consumption and factors 

influencing it is an unexplored research field and has enough possibilities for further 

research. As a suggestion the developed model can be replicated in other developed and 

emerging countries and industries as well as tested on other factors that also influence green 

consumption. Unlike Swedish case the developed regression model explains 14.2% of 

variation of the green consumption among young Russians. This means a further research 

with new factors (for example, eco labeling, trust, values and social norms, reference groups) 

is needed for better understanding of factors influencing green consumption in Russia.   

Moreover, as the currents research was established in the context of young people (from 18 

to 37 y. o.), a further research may be replicated with other age groups.  Also, in order to add 

more validity to the study and to identify more proportional sample, the authors propose to 

conduct a study using probability sampling technique and a larger sample size. In the end, in 

an attempt to avoid socially desirable responding it would be preferable to collect primary 

data in a bit different way. For example, combination of a questionnaire and focus groups 

can help to obtain more valid and reliable data.    
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